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Abstract
In order to encourage the use of experiments in learning science, the Institute for Statistics and
Information Management of the Universidade Nova de Lisboa is developing, together with Maria
Amália Vaz de Carvalho Secondary School and Pinhal Novo Secondary School, a project aiming to
promote the experimental teaching of sciences based on the use of Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) in different curricular areas, where the spatial dimension provides a privileged
context for the establishment of analysis and exploration frameworks. For this purpose a group of
activities focused on the production of scientific contents for GIS use in elementary and secondary
education is proposed. This project will create the information infrastructure and an Internet Portal
where teachers and students can access WebGIS tools and contents with a view to an exchange of
knowledge and resources.

1. Introduction
The ConSIG project aims to promote experimental learning experiences in middle and secondary
school students in Portugal, applying new teaching methods and using information technologies,
particularly GIS. This will all be done accordingly with the Portuguese curricula orientations for
middle and secondary school. Through the concepts and principles of one discipline, this project will
lead students to find solutions to everyday problems through research activities, where space is the
common element of different knowledge’s, as it is the stage of multiple relationships between
natural and human phenomena.

2. Scope and Objectives
The ConSIG project – “Using GIS in teaching”, is be supervised by ISEGI-UNL, in partnership with
two secondary schools (Secundária de Pinhal Novo and Maria Amália Vaz de Carvalho).

The central aim of this project is to promote experimental methods of teaching sciences, particularly
Geography, through methods supported by the use of GIS. Because the spatial dimension is present
in different areas, it is intended for these methods to be used not only in Geography classes, but
also in others disciplines and non disciplinary classes (such as Tutored Study, Project or Civic
Education). The spatial dimension will be the common element that tends to be the context that
establishes a scenario for analysis and exploration of different phenomena. To do this, some
activities are being planned to produce materials that will lead to the use of GIS in middle and
secondary school. Some of these activities and materials include information texts and exercises,
instruction manuals for the use of GIS programs in the class room and in field work, an information
infrastructure to support different projects as well as publication and diffusion of these results and
materials to the teaching and scientific communities. This project will also produce a web site where
teachers and students can find: geographic information, examples of ways to approach a specific
subject in class (for different disciplines and different grades), WebGIS tools that make possible to
manage geographic information and spatial analysis in different contexts. All the materials available
will be the result of the collaboration between ISEGI’s team and the teachers of both secondary
schools. These materials will be tested in class with the students of these two schools.
Through this initiative we aim to equip both secondary schools with tools that will help organize and
manage classes, according to the orientation principles of the national curricula, which “values
diversity of teaching methods and learning activities, particularly using communication and
information technologies, leading to skill development on a perspective of life long learning”.

3. The Proposed Approach
The study of territorial scenarios through spatial analysis processes may be a methodology to break
away from the thematic logic that underlies middle school Geography curricula in Portugal. The
curricula can be organized based on spatial analysis concepts, which may further be adapted to all
geographical themes. Teachers usually tend to follow the thematic order in which the curricula is
organized. We propose an approach to the geography curricula centered on skills instead of themes
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 – Transforming the Portuguese Geography curriculum in a Spatial Analysis curriculum,
organizing it by concepts in spatial and analysis GIS. Themes: A - The earth: studies and
representations; B - Natural environment; C - Demography; D - Economic activities; E Development contrasts; F - Environmental issues, (Adapted from MOTA, 2005)

In 2002 there was a new organization of the Portuguese curricula for middle school (DECRETO-LEI
n.º 6/2001). According to this organization, which allows some flexibility on managing the
Geography curriculum, we would like to propose that GIS be used on different disciplines to teach
Geography or other subjects. Spatial thinking is present in different areas because most phenomena
take place in place and have some kind of spatial distribution. Geography is one of the most
multidisciplinary and transverse sciences and is also one of the disciplines with biggest potential in
the formation of youngsters (CACHINHO, 2005). The Portuguese ministry of Education considers
Geography as a link between social and natural sciences (MINISTÉRIO DA EDUCAÇÃO, 2001a).
They recognize the importance of spatial thinking to understand the relationship between spatial
phenomena.
The new curricula (DECRETO-LEI n.º 6/2001), was conceived based on principle of diversification,
flexibility, articulation and multidisciplinarity. Teachers must use multiple and diverse methods and
materials in their classes. They should generate different learning experiences to include different

kinds of students. They also should include information and communication technologies. This
curriculum lists several standard skills a student must acquire when finishing 9th grade (MINISTÉRIO
DA EDUCAÇÃO, 2001a). There are also specific skills in each discipline that must be experienced in
conjunction with the standard skills. So, the process of learning must be seen as a whole common
project involving students and all the teachers.
Pedagogic attitudes must orient students to build their own knowledge (the constructivism, project
based learning and inquiry theories as referenced by JARRET, 1997) through experiences and the
use of communication and information technologies. These technologies (in whish GIS are included)
can make Geography a more stimulating subject. (CACHINHO, 2005).
To really be learning according to the inquiry theory, students must be able to ask questions in a
way that they can investigate what they are studying: formulate hypothesis, plan an investigation,
gather data, analyze data, make conclusions and present those conclusions. It’s been verified that
this kink of teaching gets better school results and promotes positive attitudes toward science
(JARRET, 1997). Baker (2002) defends that project based learning and inquiry help students having
a better and more general sense of the world instead of trying to define an isolated and objective
reality. Knowledge evolves through social and cultural interactions. In a constructivism context,
knowledge is a result of a dynamic social process (BAKER, 2002). According to Malone et al, this
mode of thinking is nor unlike other research-oriented approaches, such as the scientific method,
with a big difference: space. Knowing where something is, how its location influences its
characteristics are the foundation of geographic thinking (MALONE et al, 2002).

The aim of this project is to have students develop skills that allow them to interpret and
manipulate geographic information. Spatial analysis in a GIS environment is a helpful tool that can
also promote interdisciplinarity, one that can be used in nondisciplinary classes.
Here are some examples (fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5) of how to teach about spatial analysis concepts using
GIS:

Fig.2 – Example on module one: visualization

Fig.3 – Example on module one: visualization

Fig.4 – Example on module two: cartographic

Fig.5 – Example on module five: selection

representation

operations

(Adapted from Mota, 2005)

4. The GIS Day Initiative
Both secondary schools involved in this project joined, in 2005, the GIS-Day activities with the
following goals:

»

Develop, in the students, spatial analysis skills, a critic sense on spatial management and
consolidate research and group work techniques;

»

Make maps for further studies;

»

Make students aware of the importance of geographic information on everyday activities and
on spatial management.

On the day of the event, November 16th 2005, some activities took place, both in ISEGI and in
Pinhal Novo’s secondary School, like:

»

Opening sessions with a lecture on GIS concepts and uses;

»

Field work with GPS and maps on paper to locate different things in the school yard (like
flower-boxes and the Gym Pavilion) (fig. 6 and 7);

»

Demonstrations and experimenting (by students) of ESRI software;

»

Exploration on internet sites (like Google earth), searching for geographic information
(fig.8);

»

Building a census with the location of students homes, so we have a georeferenced
database of the students (fig.9);

Fig.6 – Connecting the GPS with the computer

Fig.7 – Locating flower boxes in the school yard

Fig.8 – Exploring internet sites looking for

Fig.9 – Building a census, locating students

geographic information

homes in ArcMap

You can see what happened here:

»

http://gis2.esri.com/gisday/successstory_search1.cfm?eventID=7494

»

http://clientes.netvisao.pt/mgalvaod/gisday.html

»

http://www.isegi.unl.pt/labnt/presentations/2005/Gis_Day2005.pdf

These activities took place in collaboration with teachers from other universities (Faculdade de
Letras de Lisboa and Instituto Politécnico de Portalegre) and also a technician from Palmela’s
Municipality that helped the pupils in practical activities. At the end of the day some students
showed everyone what they did, explaining how they did the field work, how they used ArcMap, and
how they located their homes in maps. They demonstrated interest and enthusiasm in these
themes, showing that they enjoyed doing these activities. They looked motivated towards

Geography and Spatial Analysis and were very much at ease dealing with geographic information
technologies.

5. Expected Results
With this project we expect that students develop:

»

Motivation and encouragement;

»

Cooperation and group work skills;

»

Perception for the vast complexity of the world;

»

Skills for comprehension of Geography concepts like scale or projections;

»

Skills on spatial analysis in general and in problem analysis;

»

Geographic, spatial and computers literacy;

»

Skills on research techniques, gathering and organizing information;

»

Skills in mathematical, logical, linguistic and spatial ratiocination;

»

We also believe that working with GIS in schools will promote learning experiences that are
linked with reality (we can study cases with real life data, maps of the regions where
students live, etc.), but also using tools that some students will likely be using later on in
their jobs.

Some experiences have been made with 7th, 8th, 9th and 12th grade students in Portugal with
good results: not only were they motivated toward geography, but they also developed technology,
relationship, and management information skills.
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